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The well known blossom-algorithm for solvin ~inim,am weigbt perfect matching problems 
makes use of the optimality criteria arising from 3: -duality and complementary slackness. But 
these instruments seem to fail when such a matehl 'g problem is considered with a difterent 
objective function as for instance the ho'~tleneck o~ ecti,,¢ which is also relevant in practice 
Such a dilemma occurs for ail those combinatorial ,," '~,nization problems with algorithms base~! 
on Linear Programming. Therefore we present a I rely combinatorially motivated approach in 
this paper. 
1. Introduction 
The well known blossom-algor i thm of Edmonds  [8] for soMng min imum 
weight perfect matching problems makes use of the optimality criteria arising 
from LP-duMity and complementary, slackness. But thes,." i,~struments se~m to 
fail when such a matching problem is considered with a different objective 
function as for instance the bottleneck objective which is also relevant in practice. 
Such a di lemma occurs for all those combinatorial  optimization i~roblems with 
algorithms based on Linear Programming.  Therefore we present i purely com- 
binatori;qly motivated approach in this paper. 
The algebrait assignment problem was introduced by Burkatd,  Hahn and 
Z immermann [2] to treat assignmen~ problems with different objectives in a 
ttniP;ed way Tt~ereafter this algebraic approach has 13een applied mccessfully to 
other combinatorial optimization problems and ~ed to unified algorithms for a 
rather broad cla~s of objective functions. 
In this paper we show that the min imum weight perfect matching problem can 
be handled in a similar way. Let (~,  *. <~) be an ordered commuta'dve semigroup 
with internal co nposit ion "* "  and order relation "~<". We consizier a loopless 
graph G = (V, E~ t~) with nodeset V and  edge set E. For every e ~ E, O(e) c_ V i~ 
the pair of nodes which meets e. We assign a weight c~ ~ H to ever',, edge e ~ E. 
A matching M in G is a set of :dges such that rio two of them meet the same 
node. A matching is called perfect i~ all nodes are met by i~t. The set of all perfec~ 
matchings in G is denoted b~, .a~. 
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We assume furtt~er on w.l.~.g, that IV[ is even and G is a complete graph i.e. 
£= U ti, j}. ,..1) 
i , j  e: V 
If G is not a complete graph with an even number of nodes one has to introduce 
an artificial node and artificial edges with high costs (cI. Derigs [5]). 
For complete graphs we omit the incidence function 0 and denote the edges by 
e~j and the edge weights by c~j. Complete grm~hs G= ('V, E) with IV! even admfit 
ahvays a perfect matching. 
For K = {1, 2 . . . . .  k}, k ~ N, and a~ ~/4, i e K let us denote for convenience 
a i '=  a l  * a2  * , , .  *12k .  
ic~K 
We can haW define the costs of any M~p by 
c(M):= g c,j. 
~it~tvl 
Then the algebraic perfect matching problem (APlv ~-. s given by 
(1.2) 
min ~ c, r (1.3) 
M~.O. o e ,~ ~. f 
Probtem (i.3) covers well known matching problems of practical relevance. The 
u~ual perfect ma'Lching problem with sum objective 
rain ~ c., (1.4) 
M~dgr t,,~  M 
is obtained ehoos;ing H=ll l+ with the natural order relation <~ and addition as 
internal composition. This problem arises for example in connection with the 
development of offshore oil fields at mini~num costs (cf. Devine [6]) and as 
subproblem !o an algorithm for solving the Chinese Postman problem (cf. 
Edmonds and Johnson [9]). A heuristic procedure for solving the travelling 
salesman problen~ uses a perfect matching problem 0.4) as subproblem (cf. 
Christofides [4]). The system (il_~, max, ~) with R_~:=RU{-oc} leads to the 
pc,'fect bottleneck matctling problem 
min max c~r (1.5) 
Other specializations are p-norm-problems where the internal composition is 
defined by 
a * b=(a~ +b°) 11° for a,b~R+. 
Lexicographical problems or multicriteria problems are obtained choosing 
(R~,+, 4)  where 4- now means vector addition and ~ is the lexicographical order. 
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In this paper we will present an efficient algo~Sthm for solving the (APMP) which 
covers all the special problems mentipned above. This algorithm is based on 
admissible tran:formations of the cost values and a purely combinatorial property 
of matchings in graphs. Such kind of algorithm was first developed to solve the 
assignment problem. Here we carry over the ideas to nonbipartit~e: graphs and a 
general class of objective functions. 
In Section 2 we will present algebraic pzoperties of the generalized objective 
function. The 3rd section presents combinatorial properties of matchings in graphs 
and outlines Edmonds' algorithm [7] for se ~' ing minimum cardinalit.g matching 
problems. A duality relation between matcr :gs and covers in graphs obtained 
from that algorithm is essential for the genel Alzed hungarian method. In Section 
-~. we introduce the concept of symmeu~ic admits ble transformations and present a
new kind of optima:fity criterion basic for later ~':~.~rithmic treatment. In Section 5 
the new algorithm based on these trar~sformz .ons is described. 
2. Algebralc properties 
A system (H, *, ~<) is called ordered commutative semigroup with internal 
composition "*" and order relation "<~" if the following axioms hold 
(H, ~) is a nonempty ordered set, 
(H, *) is a commutative semigroup, (2.1) 
a~.b.--~a*c<~b*c Va, b,c~H. 
We assume w.l.o.g, that H contains a neutral element ~3. Then the set 
pos ttl : ~ ~aeHla>~6} 
is called the ponitive cone c~ H. In the following we will assume that the 
underlying semigroup (H, *, ~<) fulfills the further axiom 
a<b-. . : lc~H: a*c=b '¢a,b~H (2.2) 
which i~ convenient for the theory cescribed in this paper as well a:; necessary for 
the development of good algorithms. 
A system (H, *, ~<) fulfilling (2.1) and (2.2) with H_pos  H is called naturally 
ordered commutative s migroup. 
Of great importance ate semi t -oups (H, *, <~) fulfilling the f.ollowing weak 
cancellation rule 
a ,c=b.c . , , ,a : . - -bva*c=c Va, b,c~H. (2.3) 
Properties (2.2) and (2.3) are fulfilled by all the systems introduced in Section 1. 
An important and useful consequence of naturally ordered commutative semi- 
groups with (2.3) is the following bloekwise structure. 
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There exists a unique partition into a maximal family of ordered commutative 
semigroups (J~, % ~<~) where i ranges in an ordered index set L 
For a ~ H let i(a) denote the unique index of the semigroup containing a, i.e. 
O. E Hi(a), 
The order relations are fulfilled blockwise, that is 
a~5,~i (a )< i (b )v [ i (a )= i (b ) / ,a~b]  foral l  a,b~H.  (2.4) 
The interz~al composition~ are connected by blockwise absorption i.e. 
! if i(a)>i(b), 
a * b= if i(a)<i(b), (2.5) 
• ~b if i(a)=i(b). 
Further the cancellation rule holds within each b i.e. 
a%c=b*~c- , *a=b foral l  a ,b ,c~H ,-L (2.6) 
The system (R_m, max, ~) which leads to the bottler~et ~ problem is for example 
partitioned into Hi = {i}, i~ R ~ whereas in the sum case with (R+, +, ~)  we get 
the partition H=It~UH2 with H~={0} and H2=R+\{0}.  These resui~ts are 
essentially known *tom the theory of ordered semigroups and can be found in 
Fuchs [11]. We wdl now prove some properties which will be used in later 
sections. 
2.7. Proposition. L,:t a, b, c~H with i(a)<~min{i(b), i(c)}. 
Tl~en the .following implication holds 
a*b=a*c ' - . *b=c.  
ProoL (cf. Burkard and Zimmermann [3]) 
2,.8. Proposition. Let a, b, c, d~H with d<~c and i(c)<~min{i(a), i(b)}. 
Then the following implication is true 
a *c<~b*d--.~a<~b. (2.9) 
ProoL Let us assume a > b. Then we get 
a ,c>~b.c>~b.d  
Together with the left side of implication (2.9) we: get a * c = b * d and therefore 
a * c = b * c. Applying (2.7) we get the result a = b which is a contradiction to our 
assumption. 
To obtain an efficient procedure for soiving the APMP the underlying semi- 
g~oup H has to fulfill a socalled root-condition that is 
Vaa l t  3x/aeH: x/a*x/-a=a. (2.10) 
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This condition is not restrictive since every commutative semigroup (H, *, ~<) 
fulfilling (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) can be embedded into a commutatlve semigroup 
(H~, *, <~) fulfilling (2.1)-(2.3l and (2.10). Furth*::rmore the foflo~cing property 
holds 
VaEHg. T i(J-a)= i(a). (2.11) 
(For proofs cf. Derigs [51.) For example if ~'e consider H= (R+, +, ~<) we get 
,, a := ~a and in the bottleneck case where H ;R_~, max, <) for all a e H: ~ = a 
holds. 
3. Combina~al  properties 
In this section we consider some combinatorial W(~perfies of matchmgs ir~ 
graph'~ which are used in the next sectio~.s. 
For any V~ __ V we define the coboundary of V~ 
8(V1):={eeEil¢~(e)N V~I= 1} 
and the set of edges having both ends in V~ 
v(v , )  := {e e E I 4,(e) --- v3 .  
The graph G[V~]:= (VI, 7(V~), ¢,t) is the subgraph induced by V~ A subgraph 
H of G having the same nodeset as G is ,.;aid to span G. 
An alternating path with respect o a matching M in G is a path the edges of 
which are alteri,ately elements of M and not. Alternating trees are defined 
analogously. An augmenting path is an alternating path between two, unmatched 
nodes. The follo'~ing theorem is fundamental for every algorithmic I!reatment of 
matchings in graphs. 
3.1, Theorem (Berge [1]). A matching M contains a maximu:r~ number of edges iff 
it admits no augmenting path. 
Such a matching is further on ¢',dled maximum cardir,~,.lity matching (m.c. 
matching). Special subgraphs play an important role in algorithms for determining 
m.c. matchings in general graphs. 
3.2. Definition. A (sub-)graph G=(V,E ,@)  with [V]=2r+l ,  reN,  is called 
hypomatchable if for all i ~ V there exists a matching M, such tha~ 
IM, I = r, (3.3) 
8({i}) f3 M~ = ~ (3.4) 
A matching with property (3.3) is called near perfect with respect o V and the set 
V is called a blossom with respect o M~. 
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A set R~ V with [R l=2r+l ,  teN,  is called hypomatchable if the induced 
graph G[R] is hypomatchable. We will denote the set of all hypomatchable s ts 
by ~. 
If IVI is odd and G is connected with la({i/)l--'2 for all i~ V we call G an odd 
polygon. Odd polygons are special types of hypomatchable s ts and are of great 
importance. Edmonds and Pulleyblank [10] show that every hypomatchable graph 
can be composed from odd polygons. This im,r~ortant theorem needs some more 
definitions. 
Let G- : (V ,E ,  0) be a graph and B~V.  We define the graph G xB= 
(Vt~, E~, t/~a) obtained from G by shrinki;:g B by 
V~:=(V-B)O{vs} ,  EB :=/ : ' -  3,(B), 
(q,(e) if e~EB\,8(B), 
~,,(e) 
= ~[(¢,(e)- B)t~' [vB} if e ~ 8(B). 
The node vn is called pseudonode of B. Let ~ be t of subsets of V. We say s~ 
is nested if 
IAt~>3 for all AE~ 
and 
A, Be~,  A f'IB~-~-'-~ A c BvBc  A. 
For any A e~ we define ~ I [A]={Be~I  B ~ A}. If {At . . . . .  A,} is the set of 
maximal elements o~ ~4 we define 
Gx~¢:=(" -  " (GxA~)xA2)x  . ' '  xA.) .  
Now we can formulate 
3.5. q~eorera (Edmonds and Pulleybkmk [10]). A graph G=(~,E ,  0) is 
hypomatehable if[ there exists a nested family ~ of subsets of V such that 
G[A ] × ~/[A] is spanned by an add polygon for every A E ,~t, (3.6) 
V c ~. (3.7) 
Such a family s¢ is called a shrinking family. The following useful property is 
showr, in the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
3.8. Theorem. If s¢ is a shrinking family of G=(V ,  E, 0), the:~ fol every ie V 
there is a matching M~ with properties (3.3) and (3.4) and 
(3.9) for every A ~ sg, M~ is a near perfeci matching of G[ A ] i.e. A is a blossom 
with respect o M v 
The maximal elements A~ e ~¢ are called outermost blossoms. 
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The cardmality matching problem (CMP) is the problem to de'termine in a given 
graph an m.c. matching. This problem is ,solved efficiently by the a!gori~.hm of 
Edmonds [7]. 
The method starts with any matching M in G. Starting from unmatched nodes 
as roots we construct alternating trees. These tree.,; i,~ad to a bicolouring of their 
nodes. Therefore we can attach an "S ' - label  to node:; which bear the same colour 
as the root and a "T ' - Iabe l  to the nther r~ des of the trees. Now a blossom is 
detected whenever there is an edge e e M b ,veen two "S"-labelled nodes in *,he 
same tree. This blossom is now shrunken ,~ a pseudonode. The pseudonode 
receives an S-label and we try to enlarge the :ree by adding appropriate nodes 
and edges. 
If two S-labelled nodes in different rees,  ~ joint by a nonmatching edge an 
augmenting path between the two roots of te  trees has been detected and the 
matching can be augmented by changing the ,olc of matching and nonmatching 
edges on this hath. For this purpose shrunken b~.ossoms have to be expanded and 
the path through these blossoms has to be restored. Lawler [13] and Gabow [12] 
describe appropriate labelling techniques to provide backtracing through b;os- 
sores. 
If all S-labelled nodes of the trees are only connected with T-labelled nodes the 
trees are said to be hungarian and the actual thatching is maximal in the shrunken 
graph. After expanding all pseudonodes this matching can be extended to an m.c. 
matching in the original graph sucl: that every expanded pseudonode is a blossom 
with respect o this matching (see Theorem 3.8). 
At the end of the algorithm the node set V is partitioned into three classes 
V= ,9'0 30  ~ where ,9' is the set of all S-labelled nodes or nodes contained in 
S-labelled pst.ut,~nodes. Further ex.ery isolated node belongs to the class .5¢. ,~ is 
the set of all "/'-labelled nodes. The class ~ consists of 2k (k>~0) unlabelled 
nodes which are joint by k matching edges. 
The fol!owin~ definition and tht.orem are fundamental for the algorithm in 
Section 5. 
3.~.0. Deli~ition, L,'t G = (¥; E) be a given graph and let ,q'= {Nx . . . . .  /~,~} be a 
set of subsets oi nodes N~ G V such that each /X~ contains an odd number of 
elements (i = 1 . . . .  , p). 
If IN~[ = 1, then N~ is said to co,'er 8(N~) the set of all edges incident with the 
node in N~, and the capacity of N, is 1. 
If ]Nil = 2k + 1, k ~N, the~ N~ is said to cover ~(N~), all edges in the :~ubgraph 
induced by N~, and the capacity of N~ is k. 
The family ,h" is said to be an odd-set-cover of G if every edge is cove~'ed by at 
least one subset .~ e ~r. The capacii3 of N, denoteci by c(~r), is the su:n of tl~e 
capacities of the odd sets contained within it. 
The following theorem is due to Edmonds [7]. 
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3.11. Theorem. For any graph G the maximum number Of edges in a matching is 
equal to the minimum capacity of an odd-set-cover, 
Edmonds' algorithm for determining an m.c. matching yields simultaneously a 
suitable odd-set-cover. Consider the partition of V at the termination of the 
algorithm. Then the family J¢ can be constructed in the following way: 
Every T-labelled node become,; a singleton set in W. There are exactly as many 
such nodes as matching edges in the hungarian trees. 
The nodes contained in a pseudonode become an odd set in W and its capacity 
is equal to the number of edges of the m.c. matching contained in the expanded 
blossom. 
If U = ~ the cover is complete. If I U] = 2 we choose arbitrarily one of the two 
nodes as singleton sets in ~3f. 
If ]Ui = 2k, k ~ 2 we choose arbitrarily one of the nodes as singleton set in 
and the remaining 2k - 1 nodes as odd subsets with capacity k - 1. This completes 
the odd-set-cover. 
4. Symmetric admissible transformations 
We consider w.l.o.g, an (APMP) with a complete gr,:ph G=(V,E)  and IVi 
even. The edge weights % are assumed to be elements of a naturally ordered 
commutative semigroup H which fulfills (2.3) and (2.10). Further (Hi I i ~ I) is the 
unique partition of H introduced in Section 2. 
For all a ~ H: i(a) denotes the unique index of the semigroup which contains a, 
that is a ~ H,,~. The algorithm for solving the (APMP) is based on transforma- 
tions of the cost coelhcients qr 
4.1. Definition. A transformation T: % ~ c~i, i, j ~ V is called symmetric admis- 
sible with index (o~,/3) if 
VME ./[~p 3 d(M): /3 * c'(M) = a * c(M) * d(M), (4.2) 
i(a) ~< i(/3) ~< i(Zo~,), (4.3) 
VMe~;  i (d (M) )~ i(Zopt) (4.4) 
where Zopt is the optimal value of the (APMP). 
Now we can state an optimality criterion 
4.5. Theorem. Let T:  c~j ~ c'~i , i, /e  V, be a symmetric admissible transformation 
with index (c~,/3) and M°~.1.1v such that 
~3 * c'(M ~) =/3, (4.6) 
VMeJd  o d (M°)~d(M) .  (4.7) 
Then M ° is an optimal solution for the (APMP). 
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Proo| .  Let M ~ d~., then we get 
* c(M°~, * d (M °) =/3 * c ' (M °) =/3 
~/3 * c'(M) = a * c(M) ~, el(M). 
Since 
i(Zop,) -~ re.in {i(c(M °) * d(M°)), i (c(M) * d(M))} 
we get applying Proposition 2.7 
c(M °) * c l (M°~c(M)  * ~f(M) 
By (2.8) we get now the result 
c( M ~) <~ c( M). 
Since the conditions (4.3) and (4.4) are th • crucial points in the optimality 
criterion we only use transformations where t! ese conditions are easy to check. 
During the algorithm we will at:ach node we:~h~s u~ ~ H resp. w~ ~/-/ to every 
node i ~ V and blossern weights dk ~ H to every hypomatchable s t R~ e ~.  Then 
transformations T: % ..o c',~ are c~nsidered which fulfill 
with 
Vi, j e  V ' * * cij * ui u~ = c~ i * wJ w s* :~ d~ (4.8) 
Rk ~ ei~ 
c' i j :=~ if u~ * uj = % * wi * wj * :g dk. 
R~ ~ eli 
It is easy to see that such a transformation is symmetric admissible if (4.9) and 
(4.10) hold: 
Vi ~ V i(u~) ~< i(w~) <~ i(Zop~), (4.9) 
VRk ~ fit ifdk)~<~ i(Zept)- (4.10) 
The index (a,/3) ",f that transformation is obtained by 
a := :g w~, /3:= :t: ui 
i~V iE \  z 
and for all M~dd~: 
holds. Conditions (4.9) and (4.10) ere easy to check if zop, or a lower bound 
z ~ Zopt is known. 
4.11. Definition. Let T:c~ i -o  c'~i be a symmetric admissible transformation. 
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The graph G' = ( V, E') with 
E ' :=  -[e, i ~ E [c'ii = e} 
is called admissibility graph with respect o transformation T.
During the algorithm we will determine transformations of type (4.8) fulfilling the 
following property. 
4.12. Definition. A symmetric admissible transformation T: % ~ c'~i of type (4.8) 
is called sui'~able if there exists a shrinking family a¢ in G' such that 
d~ >~7~, Rk ~M. (4.13) 
Then the graph G '× s~ = (V~, Es) is obtained from G' by shrinking all maximal 
members of M to pseudonodes. Now every m.c. matching Ms in G' x ~ induces an 
m.c. matching M' in G' with the property that every hypomatchable s t Rk e 
with dk > ~7 is a blossom with respect o M'. 
The following theorem gives a sufficient optimalit, ~riterion. 
~.~4. Theorem, If the matching M~ is perfect in G' x ~, cn the induced matching 
M' is an optimal solution to the (APMP) in G. 
Proof. For all hypcmatchable s ts Rk s ~ with dk > ~ we get 
]M 'n  ~/(R~)I = ~(IRk t -  1) = : rk 
and therefore 
Rk ~: 5"1 
Since c'(M')= ~,,~M' c'0 = ~7 we get the result applying Theorem 4.5. 
5, The generalized hungarian me~hod 
Now we consider the situation that T:cii"~ ' c~j is a suitable transformation. 
At the beginning we started with the dummy transformation T defined by 
u i :=w, : :  6] VieW, 
d~:=~ VRk e ~, (5.1) 
which yields 
c'~j =c,, Vi, j~ V. 
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Let ,~ be the associated shrinking family to transformation T. For the dummy 
transformation a¢= ~. Now we determine an m.c. nzatching M~ in G 'x ,~ using 
the labelling procedure ~rom Section 3. If MS is perfect we can construct an 
optimal solution M' by expznding all pseudonodes. If MS is not perfect we 
consider the ass6ciated minimal odd-set-cover WS in G 'x  ~ obtained by tile 
algorithm from Section 3. Let be 
~S = {Oo, O~ . . . . .  Q ,  {~o}, {~1} . . . . .  {~,,}} 
'X  with ?)" := {il . . . . .  iq} the set of all TAabel!ed nodes in G '.~ (including eventu- 
ally some pseudonodes beienging to T-blosson,~ in G'). {Qt . . . . .  Op} is the set of 
blossoms in G' :< M with respect o Ms m'd Q( : {~0} is a partition of the set U of 
all unlabeUed nodes ;.n G '× ~. 
Let us define S¢ to be the set of aH S-labellec n~,des in G"× ~ and ~:= ~'U {io}. 
Es) G' × Then the closure G '× .~/= (Vs, - '  of ~ is d ~,fined by 
p 
t?~:= E~U 8(~-)U U v(O~). (5.2) 
k=O 
Then ,N'~ is stir an odd set cover crf G' x ~t and therefore %I s is an m.c. matching 
in O 'x  cd by Theorem 3,6. Hence we get 
5.3. Proposition. Let M be a pe,ffect matching in G. Then either there exists scme 
Rk ~ si such that Rk is not a blossom with respect to M or the corresponding 
matching Itl s in G×~ contains an edge e, which is not contai~:ed in G 'x~l  i.e. 
s~t  
~1 his property hold~ regardless which partition U = Qo 0 {io} has been chosen. 
Now we define a transformation T' such that tile "cheapest" of the edges 
characterized by (5. t) becomes admissible or the blossom weight of a hypomatch- 
able set Rk e ~ becomes zero. 
Now let ,9' deno.'e the set of all nodes in G belonging to S-labelled .,'.odes or 
pseudonodes in Gs and ff the set of all nodes which belong tc T-labelled node,; 
or pseudonodes in GS. Determine 
81 :=rain { f~,[ i, ] ~ ~, i ¢- ], y~t not contained in the same 
S-blossom with respect o M'}, (5.5) 
82 := min {c] i [ i ~ 5¢, i E ~}, (5.6) 
83 : = min {X/-~k ]Rk is an out* :most T blossom 
with respcct o M'}, 
8 := mia {81, 82 8,}. 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
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The transformation T' : c~i ~ c'~j is now defined by 
, ~u~*~ i f i~5  ~, 
u~:=)  (5.9) 
u~ otherwise, 
Iwl * ~ if i~r ,  (5.10) 
w'~ : = ~w~ otherwise, 
d,k=d~,~2 if Rk is an outermost S-blossom, 
~5.11) 
d~,*~ 2=dk if Rk is an outermost T-blo~:som, 
(If dk = 82 we define d~ = 0.) 
d~ = dk otherwise. 
With these new weights the transformed coefficients c'~, i, ¢~ V, are obtained 
solving the following equations. 
c':*i~-=c~ if i , j~5  v, yet not in the same S b~ossom. (5.12) 
We define 
if c'~ = 6 ~- 
if i, j e f f ,  yet ~ot in the same "/'A k '  ~:,m. {,5.13) 
if i e 5 v, ] e "rll. (5.14) 
c'; : = ¢3' 
c'; = c ' i *& ~ 
c;; * 8 = c~ 
We define 
c;; : =~'  
c,,' = c~i*~ 
c:; = c~j 
The transformation 
if c; i = ~. 
if ¢ ~3.  jE~.  (5.15) 
otherwise. (5.16) 
"/" is sui'~ablc. Since T was symmetric admissible we get 
i(dk) ~ i(zopt) for all Rk ~ ~.  Therefore i(~5) ~- i(ZopO holds if the set of outermost 
T-blossc, ms with respect o M'  is not empty. 
Now let this set be empty and er~ the edge defining the value of 8 in (5.8). Since 
i(u,*U~),i(Wr*W~* 1~ dk)<~i(Zopt) 
R k ~21¢,.i 
the relation i (c~)~i(Zopt) is a consequence of (4.9) because otherwise we get 
i(c,~)>i(Zor,). But this would be a contradiction, since the optimal perfect 
matching has to contain an edge e~i considered in (5.5) and (5.6). Therefore 
i(8) ~< i(zo;O holds in that case too. The set ~ '  associated with T'  is related to ,.~ in 
the following manner: 
d~ >0--~ d~ >0v Rk is an outermost S-blossom with respect o M'. 
d~ = 0 -~ dk = 0vRk  has been an outermost T-blossom with 
respect o M'. 
Thus only maximal members of M are eventually deleted from M and outermost 
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S-blossoms with all their inner blossoms may enter the set. In this way we cbtain 
again a shrinking family. 
If (a,/3) was the index of the transformation T we get the index (a',/3') of 
transformation T' by 
a '=a*8  ~rl , B'=/3 * ~ !'~t . (3.17) 
The new admissibility graph G" has the i roperty that M~ induces a matching bu~ 
~'~ is not an odd-set-cover of G"xM'.  E~pecially we get the following cases: 
(5.18) If 3 was deteimined by (5.5) and ~_~e dge e~ i defining 8 joins two 
different rees in G~ the graph G~ n v contains an augmentir,g path. 
(5.19) If in this case e~j joins two nodes c ~he same hungarian tree in G~ 
another S-blossom can be detected in (. ". 
(5.20) If 8 was determined by (5.6) the size o: ,~ alternating tree in (~ can be 
increased now. 
(5.21) If 8 was determined by (5.7) a pseudorL.~de of G~ has to be exl:anded to 
obtain G~ which may result in detecting an ~ugmenting path. 
Since at most ½ Iwl blossoms can be detected or expanded and at most t Vi 
hungarian trees can be grown, after at most 2 ] VI transformations an au~gmenting 
path has to be obtained. 
Since at most ½1vI augmentations are necessary we get the t~|lowing result. 
5.22. Theorem. After at most IVt 2 transformations an optimal matchi~zg is ob- 
tained. 
• If we define a "* "  operation or the solution of an equation 
a*c=b for a<b 
to be of complex!ty O(1) every transformation can be performed with a~a mount 
of O(]V[ 2) which yields an overall complexity for the generalized hungar;an 
method of O([VI 4) 
This bound ca:. easily be improved for specializations of the underlying 
semigroup. 
6. Conclusive remarks 
The algebraic approach to perfec, matching problems has led to a unified 
algorithm. If we specialize the transformation method to the sum c~:se where 
H = (R+, +, <~) the algorithm is equivzlect o the blossom algorithm of Edmonds 
[8]. In the bottleneck case where H = (R_=, max, 4)  the algorithm can be mod- 
ified and improved to an order O(IV P) method. In that case a special ~hreshold- 
method is obtained. Computational experience with that method is presented in 
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Derigs [5] where an empirical order of O(]V[ 2) is obtained. The application of 
algebraic objective functions to the perfect matching problem yields for example 
an algorithm for the multicriteria problem where several objective functions are 
to be maximized according to some levels of priority. Pulleyblank [14] developed 
an algorithm for solving this problem successively optimizing the objective 
functions over faces of the matching polyhedron which arc induced by com- 
plementarity conditions. The method presented here solves that problem in one 
step and does not need the rather complicated staff for optimization over faces of 
the matching polytope. 
The optimality criterion (a-.5) can be generalized and applied to more com- 
binatorial optimization problems. It can be shown that for a broad class of other 
problems such transformations lead to optimality criteria and consequently to 
good algorithms. Tb, e application of these types of ~ ;~ ams to other problems is 
under consideration and we expect to obtain ne\ gorithms for more com- 
binatorial optimization problems. 
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